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Abstract. We study four transformation methodologies which are automatic instances of Burstall and Darlington's fold/unfold framework:
partial evaluation, deforestation, supercompilation, and generalized partial computation (GPC). One can classify these and other fold/unfold
based transformers by how much information they maintain during transformation.
We introduce the positive supercompiler, a version of deforestation including more information propagation, to study such a classi cation in
detail. Via the study of positive supercompilation we are able to show
that partial evaluation and deforestation have simple information propagation, positive supercompilation has more information propagation,
and supercompilation and GPC have even more information propagation. The amount of information propagation is signi cant: positive supercompilation, GPC, and supercompilation can specialize a general pattern matcher to a xed pattern so as to obtain ecient output similar to
that of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm. In the case of partial evaluation and deforestation, the general matcher must be rewritten to achieve
this.

1 Introduction
Our aim is to compare certain, automatic instances of the Burstall-Darlington
framework. As is well-known, the basic techniques of the framework are: unfolding, instantiation, de nition, folding, and abstraction. In addition to applying
these mechanisms, the transformers we consider maintain information such as
the previously encountered terms, the previously encountered tests, etc.
Partial evaluation, discussed at length in [Jon93], replaces calls with some
arguments known, e.g. f2v, by specialized calls, e.g. f2 v, where f2 is an optimized
version of f taking into account that the rst argument is known to be 2. In
oine partial evaluators, application of Burstall-Darlington transformations is
guided by automaticallygenerated program annotations that tell where to unfold,
instantiate, de ne, and fold.
Deforestation, due to Wadler [Wad88, Fer88], can remove some intermediate
data structures altogether, thus reducing the number of \passes" over data.
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Perhaps less well known, it can also partially evaluate. For instance, applying
deforestation to a(A : B : x)(C : y), where a is the well-known append function,
yields A : B : f x y where f is de ned as
f [] ws
f (v : vs) ws

C : ws
v : (f vs ws)

Termination-safe extensions of deforestation [Chi93, Sor94a] use automatically
precomputed annotations to tell where to abstract (=generalize=extract) so that
enough folding takes place to ensure termination.
Supercompilation is a powerful technique due to Turchin [Tur86] (continuing
Soviet work from the early 1970's) which can achieve e ects of both deforestation and partial evaluation. Supercompilation performs driving: unfolding and
propagation of information, and generalization: a form of abstraction which enables folding. The decision when to generalize is taken online. Recent work by
Gluck and Klimov has expressed the essence of driving in the context of a more
traditional tail-recursive language manipulating Lisp-like lists [Glu93].
Generalized partial computation (GPC) due to Futamura and Nogi [Fut88]
and later applied to a lazy functional language [Tak91] has similar e ects and
power as supercompilation, but has not yet been implemented.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some terminology that allows us to discuss the quality of the output of
transformers. In Section 3 we introduce the positive supercompiler, discuss its
correctness, and point out the di erences in its rules compared to deforestation. Following up on this, we compare in Section 4 the notion of information
propagation in deforestation with that in positive supercompilation. We observe
that the deforestation algorithm cannot derive ecient Knuth-Morris-Pratt style
pattern matchers, while the positive supercompiler can, and we explain why. In
Section 5 we extend the comparison to partial evaluation, GPC, and traditional
supercompilation. The last section concludes and reviews directions for future
research.

2 A test for program transformers
A way to test a method's power is to see whether it can derive certain wellknown ecient programs from equivalent naive and inecient programs. One
of the most popular such tests is to generate, from a general pattern matcher
and a xed pattern, an ecient specialized pattern matcher as output by the
Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [Knu77]. We shall call this the KMP test.

2.1 General, naively specialized, and KMP specialized matchers
Two di erent general pattern matchers are at work in the literature: a tailrecursive one, and one with nested calls. We shall be concerned with the tail-

recursive one. Except where we deny it explicitly, everything carries over to the
nested version.3

De nition1 General, tail-recursive matcher.
match p s
loop [] ss op os
loop (p : pp) [] op os
loop (p : pp) (s : ss) op os
next op []
next op (s : ss)

loop p s p s
True
False
p = s ! loop pp ss op os 2 next op os
False
loop op ss op ss

Consider the naively specialized program f u matchAAB u which matches
the xed pattern AAB with a string u. Evaluation of match AAB u, given u,
proceeds by comparing A to the rst component of u, A to the second, B to the
third. If at some point the comparison failed, the process is restarted with the
tail of u.
However, this strategy is not optimal e.g. if the string u begins with three A's.
It is inecient to restart the comparsion with the tail AA::: of u since it is already
known that the rst two tests of AAB against AA::: will succeed. The following
KMP-style specialized matcher corresponding to the DFA constructed by the
Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [Knu77] takes this information into account.
Example 1 KMP-style specialized matcher for AAB .

matchAAB u
loopAAB []
loopAAB (s : ss)
loopAB []
loopAB (s : ss)
loopB []
loopB (s : ss)

loopAAB u
False
A = s ! loopAB ss 2 loopAAB ss
False
A = s ! loopB ss 2 loopAAB ss
False
B = s ! T 2 A = s ! loopB ss 2 loopAAB ss

2.2 A comment on measuring complexity
One must be careful when discussing complexity of multi-input programs, especially in the context of program specialization when some inputs are xed.
For an example, let  be the general tail-recursive pattern matchers, and let
jpj ; jsj denote the length of the pattern p and string s, respectively. Let t (p; s)
be the running time of program  on inputs p; s. Finally, let p be the result of
specializing  to known pattern p by some transformation algorithm.
When p is a specialized KMP style pattern matcher, it is customary to say
that the general O(jpjjsj) time program has been transformed to an O(jsj) time
3

We use the Miranda notation for lists, e.g. [A; A;B ], as well as the short notation
AAB . We shall even continue to do so after having introduced a language with
slightly di erent syntax in Section 3.

program. This is, alas, always true, even for trivial transformations such that of
Kleene's s ? m ? n Theorem [Kle52]. The reason is that as soon as jpj is xed,
then O(jpj  jsj) = O(jsj), even though the coecient in O( ) is proportional to
jpj.
To be more precise, de ne the speedup function as in [Jon93] as
speedupp (s) = tt (p;(s)s)
p

Now for any p there is a constant a and there are in nitely many subject strings
s such that t (p; s)  a  jpj  jsj. Using a trivial specializer as in the s ? m ? n
Theorem it is easy to see that p has essentially the same running time as , so
speedupp (s)  1.
On the other hand, using non-trivial transformers (see later), the program
p satis es t (s)  b  jsj for any subject string s, where b is independent of p.
As a consequence
p

speedupp (s)  a bjpj
This is particularly interesting because the speedup is not only signi cantly large,
but becomes larger for longer patterns.
We shall say that the KMP test is passed by a transformer when it holds
that there is a constant b such that for all s, t (s)  b  jsj.
In Section 4 we investigate the KMP test for deforestation and positive supercompilation. In Section 5 we review and explain the known results of the KMP
test for partial evaluation, supercompilation, and GPC, and relate all these results.
p

3 Positive supercompilation
We rst present the object language. Next we describe some notions that are
convenient for the formulation of the positive supercompiler. We then de ne
the positive supercompiler. Finally we describe its relation to deforestation as
de ned in [Fer88], and consider the correctness of positive supercompilation.

3.1 Language
The language below extends that of [Fer88] by the presence of conditionals
(equality tests between arbitrary terms).

De nition2 Object language.
t ::= v
j c t1 : : :tn
j f t1 : : :tn
j g t0 t1 : : :tn
j t1 = t 2 ! t 3 2 t4

(variable)
(constructor)
(f-function call)
(g-function call)
(conditional)

d ::= f v1 : : :vn t
(f-function de nition, no patterns)
j g p1 v1 : : :vn t1
..
.
(g-function de nition with patterns)
g pm v1 : : :vn tm
p ::= c v1 : : :vn

(patterns with one constructor)

As usual we require that left hand sides of de nitions be linear, i.e. that no
variable occurs more than once.4 We also require that all variables in a de nition's right side be present in its left side. To ensure uniqueness of reduction,
we require that each function in a program have at most one de nition and,
in the case of a g-de nition, that no two patterns pi and pj contain the same
constructor. The semantics for reduction of a variable-free term is call-by-name,
as realized in Miranda [Tur90] by \lazy evaluation."
Apart from the fact that the language is rst-order there are two obvious and
quite common restrictions: function de nitions may have at most one pattern
matching argument, and only non-nested patterns. (Methods exist for translating arbitrary patterns into the restricted form [Aug85]). In some examples we
assume for simplicity that both the deforestation algorithm and the positive
supercompiler can handle multiple pattern matching arguments.

3.2 How to nd the next call to unfold
We shall express the positive supercompiler by rules for rewriting terms. The
rewrite rules can be understood intuitively as mimicking the actions of a call-byname evaluator | but extended to continue the transformation whenever a value
is not suciently de ned at transformation time to know exactly which program
rule should be applied. If the applicable rule is not unique, then sucient code
will be generated to account for every run-time possibility.
For every term t two possibilities exist during transformation. (i) In the rst
case there are two subcases. If t  c t1 : : :tn, then transformation will proceed
to the arguments (based on the assumption that the user will demand that the
whole term's value be printed out), and if t  v transformation terminates.
(ii) Otherwise call-by-name evaluation forces a unique call to be unfolded
or a branch in a unique conditional to be chosen. For instance, in the term
4

Instead of adding an equality test, one could allow non-linear patterns. This would,
however, encumber the formulation of the positive supercompiler algorithm.

g (f t1 : : :tn ) t01 : : :t0m we are forced to unfold the call to f in order to be able
to decide which clause of g's de nition to choose. As another example, in the
term g (f t1 = [] ! t2 2 t3) t4 we are forced to unfold the call to f to be able
to decide between the branches. This, in turn, is forced by the need to decide
which clause of g's de nition to apply.
In case (ii) the term will be written: t  e[r] where r identi es the next
function call to unfold, or the conditional to choose a branch in, and e is the surrounding part of the term. Traditionally, these are the redex and the evaluation
context. The intention is that r is either a call which is ready to be unfolded (no
further evaluation of the arguments is necessary), or a conditional in which a
branch can be chosen (the terms in the equality test are completely evaluated).
We now de ne these notions more precisely.

De nition3 Evaluation context, redex, observable, value.

e ::= []
Evaluation contexts
j g e t1 : : :tn
j e0 = t 2 ! t 3 2 t 4
(First reduce left of =)
j b = e 0 ! t3 2 t4
(Then reduce right of =)
e0 ::= e j c b1 : : :bi?1 e0 ti+1 : : :tn (Left to right under constructor in test)
r ::= f t1 : : :tn
j g o t1 : : :tn
j b1 = b 2 ! t 2 t 0

Redex

o ::= c t1 : : :tn j v
Observable
b ::= c b1 : : :bn j v
Value
The expression e[t] denotes the result of replacing the occurrence of [] in e by t.
A term with no variables is called ground.
It is easy to verify that any term t is either an observable o, which is a variable
or has a known outermost constructor; or it decomposes uniquely into the form
t  e[r] (the unique decomposition property). This provides the desired way of
nding the next function call to unfold or the conditional in which to select a
branch.

3.3 The Positive supercompiler

We can now de ne the positive supercompiler. The positive supercompiler consists of three elements divided into two phases. In the transformation phase,
driving and folding is performed. In the postprocessing phase, postunfolding is
performed. We rst describe driving, then folding and postunfolding.

Driving. The driving part of the positive supercompiler is given in Figure 1. It

takes a term and a program (the latter not written explicitly as an argument)
and returns a new term and a new program. Following is some notation used in
the algorithm.

Fig. 1. Positive supercompiler.
De nition4.
(1) W [ v ]

)v

(2) W [ c t1 : : : tn ]

) c (W [ t1 ] ) : : : (W [ tn ] )

(3) W [ e[f t1 : : : tn ] ]

) f 2 u1 : : : u k

where

f 2 u1 : : : u k

W [ e[tf fvif := ti gni=1 ] ]

(4) W [ e[g (c tn+1 : : : tn+m ) t1 : : : tn ] ] ) f 2 u1 : : : uk

where

f 2 u1 : : : u k

+m ] ]
W [ e[tg;c fvig;c := ti gin=1

(5) W [ e[g v t1 : : : tn ] ]

where

) g 2 v u1 : : : u k

g2 p1 u1 : : : uk

W [ (e[tg;c1 fvig;c1 := ti gni=1 ])fv := p1 g ]

g 2 p l u1 : : : u k

W [ (e[tg;c fvig;c := ti gni=1 ])fv := pl g ]

..
.

l

l

(6) W [ e[b = b ! t 2 t ] ]
) W [ e[t ] ]
if b; b are ground and b  b
0

0

0

0

0

(7) W [ e[b = b ! t 2 t ] ]
) W [ e[t] ]
if b; b are ground and b 6 b
0

0

0

0

(8) W [ e[b = b ! t 2 t ] ]
) b = b ! W [ (e[t])MGU (b; b ) ] 2 W [ e[t ] ]
if if not both b; b are ground
0

0

0

0

0

0

Notation. Let p be the implicit program argument.

For f-functions,
tf denotes the right hand side of the de nition for function
f
f
f in p, and v1 : : :vn are the formal parameters in f's de nition.
For a g-function de nition, tg;c is the right side of g corresponding
to the left
side whose pattern contains the constructor c. Further, v1g;c : : :vng;c ; vng;c+1 : : :vng;c+m
are the formal
parameters of g in the clause whose pattern contains the constructor c. Here v1g;c : :g;c
:vng;c areg;cthose not occurring in the pattern (these are the same
for all c) while vgn+1 ; :g: :vn+m are the variables in the pattern (here m depends
on c). Finally, p1 : : :pl are the patterns of g.
The expression tfvi := tigni=1 denotes the result of replacing all occurrences
of vi in t by the corresponding value ti . In (e[t])fvi := ti gni=1 , the substitution is
to be applied to all of e[t], and not just to t.
The notation MGU(b; b0) denotes the most general uni er fvi := ti gni=1; (0 
n) of b; b0 if it exists, and fail otherwise. It is convenient to de ne t fail  t.
The symbol ) denotes evaluation in the metalanguage, i.e. transformation.

For instance, in clause (3) the result of transforming e[f t1 : : :tn ] is a call to a
new function f 2 . This function is then de ned with right hand side the result
of transforming tf fvif := ti gni=1. The symbol \ " refers to a de nition in the
object language (the language of de nition 2).
The where should be read as a code generation command. A term e[r] is
transformed into a call to a new function f 2 ; these new functions are collected
somehow in a new program.5 The variables u1 : : :uk in these calls are simply all
the variables of e[r]. In clause (5) the variable v is not included in u1 : : :uk .6

Folding and postunfolding. We imagine that the name of the new function
and the order of the variables in the list of arguments are uniquely determined
by e[r], so if e[r] is encountered later on, the same name and argument list are
generated. If this happens the function should not be de ned again (a fold step
is performed). More: we shall assume that a fold step is also performed when a
call is encountered which is a renaming of a previously encountered call.
After the transformation phase, all f-functions that are called exactly once
in the residual program are unfolded.
3.4 Deforestation versus positive supercompilation
We henceforth call the deforestation algorithm S and the positive supercompiler
W.
The actions of W can be cast into the fold/unfold framework as follows. In

clause (5) the term is transformed into a call to a new residual function. This
involves a de ne step: a new function is de ned; an instantiation step: the new
function is de ned by patterns; an unfold step: the body of the new function is
unfolded one step; and a fold step: the right hand side of the original function is
replaced by a call to the newly de ned function.
Clauses (3) and (4) are similar except that there is no need for an instantiation step. We might also say that the instantiation step is trivial, regarding
a variable as a trivial pattern and f-functions as de ned by patterns. The operation of instantiation followed by unfolding of the di erent branches is called
driving by Turchin.
Clauses (6),(7) can be understood as unfold steps similar to clauses (3),(4),
and clause (8) can be understood as an instantiation step similar to clause (5).
The essential di erence between S and W is found in clause (5): the pattern
pgj is substituted for all occurrences of the variable v in e[g v t1 : : :tn ]. In S the
pattern is only substituted for the occurrence of v between g and t1; if there are
more occurrences of v, then v must be included among the parameters u1 : : :uk
in both the transformed call and the left hand side of the transformed de nition.
5
6

We take the liberty of being imprecise on this point.
As a matter of technicality, the patterns pgj and terms tg;cj in clause (5) must actually
be chosen as renamings of the corresponding patterns and bodies for g, and in clause
(8) the uni er must be chosen idempotent which is always possible, see [Sor94b].

This very important di erence implies that in W we are propagating more
information: the information that v has been instantiated. It will turn out that
this accounts for the fact that W , but not S , is able to derive KMP style pattern
matchers.
It is easy to see that the algorithms have identical e ects on linear programs.
Note that the distinction in clause (5) is not made explicit in [Fer88] since S
is restricted to \treeless" programs, all of whose right sides are linear (although
transformation of non-linear terms is brie y considered in [Fer88]).
In subsequent examples we shall assume that S has been extended to handle
the conditional by adopting rules (6-8) leaving out the substitution in rule (8).

3.5 Operational semantics, eciency, and termination
There are three issues of correctness for W : preservation of operational semantics,
nondegradation of eciency, and termination.
First, the output of W should be semantically equivalent to the input. A
proof of preservation of operational semantics, in a reasonable sense, is given in
[Sor94b].
Second, the output of W should be at least as ecient as the input. Since
rewriting to a nonlinear right hand side can cause function call duplication, this
will not generally hold unless appropriate precautions are taken. The problem is
well-known in partial evaluation [Ses88, Bon90, Jon93] and deforestation [Wad88,
Chi93]. Essentially the same principles could be applied to W , see [Sor94b].
Third, W should always terminate. The algorithm W does, in fact, not always
terminate. Techniques to ensure termination of W for all programs are studied
in [Sor94b].

4 KMP test of positive supercompiler and deforestation
In this section we observe that S cannot derive the KMP style pattern matcher.
We explain why and show that W can derive a program almost as ecient as the
KMP style pattern matcher. The derived program does contain ineciency. We
explain why and suggest how W can be extended to produce programs exactly
as ecient as the KMP pattern matchers.

4.1 Pattern matching with deforestation
The result of applying deforestation S to the term match AAB u is as follows,
assuming post unfolding:

Example 2 Non-improved specialized matcher.

loopAAB [] os
loopAAB (s : ss) os
loopAB [] os
loopAB (s : ss) os
loopB [] os
loopB (s : ss) os
next []
next (s : ss)

loopAAB u u
False
A = s ! loopAB ss os 2 next os
False
A = s ! loopB ss os 2 next os
False
B = s ! True 2 next os
False
loopAAB ss ss

This program is only improved in the sense that the p argument has been
removed.7 But each time a match fails, the head of the string is skipped, and
the match starts all over again.

4.2 Pattern matching with the positive supercompiler
We can draw a graph of terms that W encounters when applied to matchAABu,

see Figure 2.
The nodes labelled (A)-(C) in the right column signify that the transformation terminates since the next term has previously been encountered (they
signify arcs back to the nodes labelled (1)-(3), respectively, in the left column).
Notice how the instantiation of all occurrences of u and ss allows information
to be passed to next above (1); (2); (3); this e ect was not achieved by S due to
the fact that it instantiates only one occurrence of u. These calls to next can
then be unfolded and some of the subsequent comparisons can be calculated.
Speci cally, above (C) it is known that we have a string (A : A : s : ss), where s
was not B. In moving one step to the right in the string we thus already know
that the rst comparison between the head of the string and A will succeed; this
is in fact what is calculated above (C). The program generated is:
Example 3 Almost KMP style matcher.

loopAAB []
loopAAB (s : ss)
loopAB []
loopAB (s : ss)
loopB []
loopB (s : ss)
nextAAB ss s
nextAB ss s
7

loopAAB u
False
A = s ! loopAB ss 2 nextAAB ss s
False
A = s ! loopB ss 2 nextAB ss s
False
B = s ! True 2 A = s ! loopB ss 2 nextAB ss s
loopAAB ss
A = s ! loopAB ss 2 nextAAB ss s

Incidentally, this shows that deforestation can partially evaluate.

Fig. 2. W applied to match AAB u .
match AAB u

?

(1)loop AAB u AAB u

?

(2)A = s ! loop AB ss AAB (s : ss)
2 next AAB (s : ss)

- False
- next AAB (s : ss) (A)

?

- False
?
AAB (A : s : ss)
(3)A = s ! loop B ss AAB (A : s : ss) - next ?
2 next AAB (A : s : ss)
loop AAB (s : ss) AAB (s : ss) (B)
?
loop B ss AAB A : A : ss
- False
loop AB ss AAB A : ss

B =?
s ! loop [] ss AAB (A : A : s : ss) - next AAB (A : A : s : ss)
?
2 next AAB (A : A : s : ss)
loop AAB (A : s : ss) AAB (A : s : ss)

?
loop [] ss AAB A : A : B : ss
?
True

?

A = A ! loop AB (s : ss) AAB (A : s : ss)
2 next AAB (A : s : ss)

?

loop AB (s : ss) AAB (A : s : ss) (C)

Disregarding the test A = s in nextAB which is known to be false when nextAB
is called from false-branches of the the same test in loopAB and loopB , this
is the desired KMP pattern matcher. The redundant tests do not a ect the
asymptotic behaviour of the generated specialized matchers: in the terminology
of section 2.2, the rst author has proved that W passes the KMP test [Sor94b].
This is a major improvement of W over S .
The reason why the unnecessary tests are not cut o in the graph above is that
we are only propagating positive information. In clause (8) of W we propagate
information that a test was true to the true branch, that certain variables have
certain values. We propagate the information by applying the uni er to the term
in the true branch.
However, in the false branch we do not propagate the negative information

that the test failed. Such information restricts the values which variables can
take. Above nodes (A),(B),(C) in the graph we know that s can not be A, A and
B, respectively, but this information is ignored by W , resulting in the redundant
tests in the program. Both positive and negative information can arise from an
equality test, but we only propagate the positive information.
The reason why we do not propagate negative information in W is that it
cannot be modeled using substitution (what instantiation should one make to
express the fact that v is not equal to w?) We could incorporate negation into
W using other techniques (see the next section) and thereby obtain exactly the
KMP pattern matchers by W .
There is also another kind of information. A call g v t1 : : :tn to a function g
de ned by patterns can be viewed as a test on v. When we instantiate in clause
(5) of W one might say that we test what v is and propagate the resulting information to each of the branches. Here we also represent our positive information
by application of a substitution. There is no notion of negative information arising from such a test. Negative information occurs only in the case of (implicit
or explicit) \else" or \otherwise" constructs.

5 Partial evaluation, supercompilation, and GPC
In this section we relate information propagation as used in positive supercompilation and deforestation to that in partial evaluation, supercompilation, and
GPC.

5.1 Partial Evaluation of Functional Programs

Partial evaluation as in [Jon93] propagates only simple information, viz. the values of static variables. So partial evaluation can specialize programs but is weaker
than positive supercompilation, supercompilation or GPC, since it propagates
no information obtained from predicates or pattern matching. This explains the
result found in [Con89], that partial evaluation does not pass the KMP test on
the tail-recursive matcher.

Binding-time improvements. The traditional way to improve the result
of partial evaluation is to modify the source programs. These modi cations,
called binding-time improvements, are semantics-preserving transformations of
the source program which enable a partial evaluator to propagate more information and to achieve deeper specialization.
Consel and Danvy showed that partial evaluators can be used to derive specialized KMP matchers by an \insightful rewriting" of the tail-recursive matcher
[Con89] to improve its binding time separation. In short, when the rewritten
matcher encounters a mismatch after k successful comparisons, it starts all over
comparing the pattern with the k ? 1 long tail of the pattern, and only after
k ? 1 successful comparisons will it return to the string. In other words, information propagation has been added to the matcher. The same rewriting suces
for deforestation to produce KMP style matchers.

Interpretive approach. It was shown by Gluck and Jrgensen that partial
evaluators can pass the KMP test by specializing an information propagating
interpreter with respect to the tail-recursive matcher and a xed pattern [Glu94].
5.2 Supercompilation
As mentioned, the mechanism ensuring the propagation of information in supercompilation is driving. Here we shall be concerned with driving as described in
[Glu93] for a language with lists as data structures.
Let us, for a moment, think of W as the generalization of a rewrite interpreter:
when it unfolds a function call it replaces the call by the body of the called
function and substitutes the actual arguments into the term being interpreted.
Alternatively, one can think of an environment based interpreter which creates
bindings of the formal parameters to the actual arguments. Correspondingly, one
could imagine an environment based version of W . This is basically what the
supercompiler in [Glu93] is.
Thus, the driving mechanisms in the positive supercompiler and in the supercompiler of [Glu93] are identical with respect to the propagation of positive
information (assertions) about unspeci ed entities, except that the former uses
substitution and the latter environments. The technique using environments has
the advantage that negative information (restrictions) can be represented as
bindings which do not hold, and this is done in [Glu93]. A technique using substitutions does not seem possible.
There does not seem to be any signi cant di erence between using environments or substitution for positive information.8 If one applies the supercompiler in [Glu93] using only positive information propagation to the tail-recursive
matcher, one gets the same program that W produces; applying the full driving
mechanism of [Glu93] with both positive and negative information propagation
yields the desired optimal program as shown in [Glu93].
In [Glu90] Gluck and Turchin showed that Turchin's supercompiler could
pass the KMP test with the nested general matcher.

5.3 GPC
GPC extends partial evaluation as follows. Whenever a conditional (or something equivalent) testing whether predicate P holds is encountered during the
transformation, P is propagated to the true branch and the predicate :P is
propagated to the false branch. Also, whenever a test is encountered, a theorem
prover sitting on top of the transformer tests whether more than one branch is
possible. If only one is possible, only that branch is taken. GPC is a powerful
transformation method because it assumes the (unlimited) power of a theorem
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In self-application of partial evaluation one does binding-time analysis of the partial
evaluator; such an analysis gives better results for the environment-based version
because it gives better separation of static and dynamic data.

prover. It was shown in [Fut88] that this information suces to pass the KMP
test on the tail-recursive matcher.
Supercompilation and GPC are related, but di er in the propagation of information. While the latter propagates arbitrary predicates requiring a theorem
prover, supercompilation propagates structural predicates (assertions and restrictions about atoms and constructors).
Takano concretized GPC for a particular functional language, viz. the same
as the one studied in the original deforestation paper [Wad88].
There is one rule which is of particular interest for our purposes.
G[[ case v of p1 : t1 j : : : j pn : tn ] E )
case v of p1 : G[[ t1 ] E1 j : : : j pn : G[[ tn ] En

where

Ei = E [ fv $ pig
The E's are sets of equalities (sets of predicates) which are used in the manner described in more general terms in [Fut88]; concretely, they represent positive information arising from pattern matching. The algorithm actually uses a
mixture of substitution based and environment representation of information.
There is no need for negative information because the language of [Tak91] has
no else-construct (just like g-functions in our language have no otherwise clause).
A related substitution based version is:
G[[ case v of p1 : t1 j : : : j pn : tn ] E )
case v of p1 : G[[ t1fv := p1g ] E j : : : j pn : G[[ tnfv := png ] E
The corresponding rule in deforestation is:
S [ case v of p1 : t1 j : : : j pn : tn ] ) case v of p1 : S [ t1 ] j : : : j pn : S [ tn ]
Modulo syntax, the the step from the latter rule to to the former rule is
exactly the same as the step from S to W . It is exactly this step which allows
the derivation of KMP style pattern matchers, as mentioned brie y in the context
of the language with case constructs in [Con93].

6 Conclusion and future work
We compared the transformation methodologies deforestation, partial evaluation, supercompilation, GPC, and positive supercompilation, the latter being
new. We showed which notions of information propagation they share, what
their di erences are, and that the amount of information propagated is signi cant for the transformations achieved by each methodology.
We demonstrated how the positive supercompiler, using only positive information propagation, can derive an algorithm comparable in eciency to the
matcher generated by the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm starting from a general
string matcher and a xed pattern. Deforestation and partial evaluation cannot
achieve this.

Our results are strong evidence that one should not restrict the application
of techniques developed in one eld to a particular methodology. On the contrary, their integration is on the agenda. However, a direct comparison is often
blurred because of di erent notations and perspectives. Future work may bring
the di erent methodologies even closer, as outlined below.
Until now we have grouped the transformers according to the amount of information propagation. Another classi cation criterion is the handling of nested
calls. Deforestation, positive supercompilation, and Turchin's supercompiler all
simulate call-by-name evaluation, whereas partial evaluators simulate call-byvalue. It would seem that the strength of transformers depend on the transformers \evaluation strategy." For instance, it is well-known that plain partial
evaluation does not eliminate intermediate data strucures, whereas all the above
call-by-name transformers do. On the other hand all, the above call-by-name
transformers, including deforestation, can perform partial evaluation. This idea
also seems worthy of an investigation. Some steps have been taken in [Sor94b],
but further clari cation is needed. Related research includes the idea of deforestation by CPS-translation and call-by-value partial evaluation.
The second author has on several occasions noted the correspondence between supercompilation and interpretation of logic programs. The correspondence has been stated quite precisely in terms of SLD-trees and so-called process
trees in [Sor94b]. Possible payo s from such an idea include the application of a
variety of techniques from one community in the other; the idea certainly seems
worthy of study.
There are also connections between supercompilation and transformation, in
particular partial evaluation, of logic programs. Unlike the situation in the functional case, partial evaluators for Prolog can derive KMP matchers from general
Prolog matchers similar to our tail-recursive matcher [Smi91]. This is because
partial evaluators for Prolog propagate information (by uni cation) in a way similar to that in supercompilation. Possible gains from a detailed correspondence
may, again, be signi cant.
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